ABSTRACT

Network is a mix of healthy, potentially vulnerable and already infected hosts. One would always want to keep the already infected as well as potentially vulnerable hosts separate from healthy hosts. The objective behind this is to stop transitive spread of vulnerability from one infected host to another and also prevent potential attack on other shared resources. Network admission solutions try to solve the problem of keeping such hosts in a separate functioning section from clean hosts. Network administrators normally prevent the vulnerable and infected hosts from accessing resources outside the network periphery, in lieu of the fact that they may launch an attack on outside resources which may backfire on the network performance itself.

Along with applying these rectifying methods, one would also want to prevent such incidents from happening by protecting potentially vulnerable but not infected applications either by restricting access. Most of the solutions implement this security by denying access of admission of such potentially vulnerable or infected hosts into network and by restricting overall network as well as Internet access for them. This implementation may effectively work if we considered every potentially vulnerable host as infected hosts. We categorize potentially vulnerable host and an infected one as: A windows machine running with lower service update version is considered as potentially vulnerable but a machine having a virus is an infected host. Tight security restrictions in organization may lead to productivity loss if absence of security update prevents a user to access official mails.

Our research is a concentrated effort to maximize alert capturing with context information, simplify alert aggregation using a novice approach, without compromising with network performance. We propose a model that can be as secure as conventional solutions without compromising network productivity. The proposed model advocates the fact that not the machine but the application running on that host is either potentially vulnerable or infected so the access control policy focuses on the process and not at a gross level of host. The model is designed to keep the compromised applications separate from clean applications. It also builds up the run time data information for such applications running in the network to maintain the global black list of such applications with highest confidence level. Our research also generates precise set of advices to network administrator for attack prevention in real time.
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